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Trash Instructions
To completely remove Trash Unit from opening:
1. Pull trash out as far as it will go and locate the black tabs in the slides that are on either side of
the trash unit.
2. Depress both black tabs while pulling out firmly on trash, making sure trash is supported when it
leaves the slides.
To reinstall the Trash Unit into the opening:
1. Push the cabinet slides back into the cabinet opening. Check that the ball bearings are in the
forward position. If not, slide to the front.
2. Insert Trash into the opening making sure the slides on the trash go into the proper grooves on
the cabinet slide.
3. Push trash all the way into the opening (may feel some resistance which is normal) then pull all
the way back out to be sure both sides are locked.
4. If, after pushing in and pulling back out, the slides are not locked or trash does not roll smoothly,
remove trash and repeat steps 1-3.
Trouble Shooting
Problem: Trash is hard to pull in and out, or only comes out part way.
Solution: Pull trash firmly, but slowly, all the way out so that the rear basket clears the opening. Try
opening and closing again. If unit does still not roll smoothly, try removing trash and reinstalling. Most
of the time these issues are caused by the trash being improperly seated in slides (see instructions
above).
Problem: Trash does not stay in the opening
Solution: Check to see if there is debris obstructing the travel of trash. If clear, rear of trash may need
to be lowered which can be easily done by removing trash unit (see above). Remove screws that hold
the slide to the side of cabinet except for the front screw on both sides. Lower the rear most screw
1/16” and insert rest of screws back in. Reinstall trash using instructions above.
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